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Feltro  La Storia

Il feltro di lana utilizzato per la produzione dei cappelli 

Infatti viene ottenuto dalla lana di pecora cardata 
mediante l’infeltrimento; questo procedimento consiste 

di sapone e successivamente manipolate (battute,

modellata attraverso l’ausilio di presse, del calore e del 
vapore ottenendo così il cappello semilavorato pronto

Solo le mani di abili artigiani riescono a dare 

Infatti, una caratteristica del feltro è l’impermeabilità

Felt History
Wool felt used in hat production is a fabric obtained by 
carding sheep wool through felting, and not by weving. 

hot water and working them until obtaining the felting of
the material. 
Only experienced artisans can carry out such a process
that requires time and ability. Then felt is shaped 
by heat and steam in presses, and, once ready, it is 
completed and decorated.

millennium b.C.. Ancient people used it for clothes, 
shoes and for tent covering as well: as it is waterproof,
resistant and light, it can be considered an one-of-a-
kind fabric.
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Storia dell’Azienda: 
Da oltre 30 anni la ditta Finardi Milena srl opera
con passione e professionalità nel settore tessile 
producendo e commerciando accessori per 
l’abbigliamento soprattutto cappelli e berretti di ogni

una continua e accurata analisi  delle materie prime, 

particolare attenzione ai prodotti “Made in Italy” da 

da sempre ci contraddistinguono e grazie a queste
qualità la Finardi Milena Srl è in grado di soddisfare 
le più personalizzate esigenze dei clienti seguendo le

Finardi Milena srl non è solo cappelli in feltro ma 

presentando due collezioni annuali, una per la 
stagione primavera/estate ed una per la stagione 

Visitando il nostro sito  è 

Company  has been operating in textile 

professionalism, producing and distributing clothing 
accessories, mostly hast and caps of every kind. 
Our Company can satisfy every request of its demanding 
customers through a continuous and accurate analysis 
of raw materials, as well as a research of the newest and 
fashionable fabrics.The study of design and details allows us to 

attentive to “Made in Italy”, as it means quality and elegance.

innovation are the main features that characterize our 
company, and thanks to these qualities 
can satisfy every single request with an attentive and careful
service.
caps, bonnets and scarves in various models, presenting two 
collections (spring/summer and fall/winter) for men, 
woman and kid. Visiting our website 
It is possible to leaf through our catalogues and have a look
to all our collections.
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Nota:
 

Note: the articles presented in the catalogue can be costumized 
in shape, colour and decorations based on customer's needs.
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Nota:
 

Note: the articles presented in the catalogue can be costumized 
in shape, colour and decorations based on customer's needs.
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9 ART.  FF13503 

        

10 ART.  10558 

11 ART.  6711 

12 ART.  FF13517 

Nota:
 

Note: the articles presented in the catalogue can be costumized 
in shape, colour and decorations based on customer's needs.
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13 ART.  9274 

14 ART.  11289             
   

15 ART.  11965 

16 ART.  4653 

Nota:
 

Note: the articles presented in the catalogue can be costumized 
in shape, colour and decorations based on customer's needs.
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17 ART.  FF13528 

    

18 ART.  FF13500  

    

19 ART.  12850 

20 ART.  FF13516

Nota:
 

Note: the articles presented in the catalogue can be costumized 
in shape, colour and decorations based on customer's needs.
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21 ART. FF13515 
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23 ART. FF13522 

       

24 ART. FF13512 

Nota:
 

Note: the articles presented in the catalogue can be costumized 
in shape, colour and decorations based on customer's needs.
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25 ART. FF13507 

  

26 ART. 12842 

  

27 ART. FF13518  

     

28 ART. FM15/580 

     

Nota:
 

Note: the articles presented in the catalogue can be costumized 
in shape, colour and decorations based on customer's needs.
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29 ART. 12843 

       

30 ART. FF13524 

       

31 ART. 11897 

       

32 ART. FM15/581 

       

Nota:
 

Note: the articles presented in the catalogue can be costumized 
in shape, colour and decorations based on customer's needs.
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